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The practice of peer review ensures that scientific quality of the articles published, and it
follows the good scholarly publishing at high standards.
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Initial manuscript evaluation: Editorial Team correspondents with the authors and
receive the manuscripts. It evaluates all manuscripts regarding the area and the
domain of the Review, and the minimal formal requirements (Abstract, Keywords,
Author presentation, Bibliography etc.). Manuscripts rejected at this stage are
insufficiently original, have serious scientific deficiencies, poor grammar or English
language, or are outside the aims and scope of the journal. Those that meet the
minimum criteria are passed to peer review experts.
Blind Peer Review: The peer reviewer and the author remain anonymous throughout
the process.
Peer Review Team: The peer reviewers are matched to the paper according to their
expertise. The peer review team reunites recognized Scientific Researchers,
Academicians, Professors from Romania and part of the international scientific
community, specialized in International Relations, Political Science and Political
Philosophy.
Peer Review reports: The peer reviewers evaluate: originality and novelty; the
methodology used; the results of the research; the conclusions; the language; if the
article follows the ethical guidelines and the relevant references/bibliography
consulted. They will provide a final YES/NO, both with suggestions, indications, and
further explanations.
The time required for the review process: 2-4 weeks. The report will be sent to the
author by the Editorial Team. Revised manuscripts might be returned to the Editorial
Team, for the final decision, in 2 weeks.
Final decision: A final decision to accept or reject the manuscript will be sent to the
author by the Editorial Team along with recommendations.
Proof reading: If the manuscript is accepted, it will be proof read by a Native English
Speaker. He will pass the Editorial Team all the necessary modifications/corrections.
The Editorial Team will send the authors the final manuscript for further
modifications or for OK for print.
Editor’s Decision. Editorial Team proposes and consults the Editor for the contents
of each issue. He is responsible for the final decision of the summary of the Review.

